ARM RETURN SPRING REENGAGEMENT PROCEDURE

IF YOU ALLOWED AN ARM OR BOTH ARMS TO DIENGAGE THE ARM RETURN SPRINGS WHILE THE SCREWS WERE NOT INSTALLED. FOLLOW THIS PROCEDURE TO RE-ENGAGE THE SPRINGS IN THE ARMS.

1. Image of kubi with arms removed: springs have slipped off of the spacer notches (red arrows) and are retracted behind white spacer.

2. To engage springs in notches, use the supplied Allen wrench as a lever to pry the spring end onto the notch in the white spacer.

3. Spring is engaged in notch. Repeat step 2 on second spring before installing arms.

4. Image of both springs engaged in notches (red arrows), ready for arm installation.
ARM RETURN SPRING REENGAGEMENT PROCEDURE (continued)

AFTER RE-ENGAGING THE SPRINGS, THE ARMS ARE ALIGNED AND ENGAGED ON THE SPRINGS.

5. Align the first arm with gears toward centerline of the kubi body. Align the hole in the arm with the spring and lower the arm, engaging the spring in the arm hole.

6. Align the gears on the second arm so they engage as shown, align the spring and arm hole and lower the arm, engaging the spring in the hole.

7. Perform audio kit speaker bracket installation per instructions.